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Oxeye Option Premium Strategy (OPS) Reaches All-Time High in October 2019 

Trading on an Unleveraged basis since inception, the strategy has annualised at 6.43% after management fees. Figure 

One shows the monthly performance figures of an Unleveraged OPS account since 1997. 

Investment Strategy 

Oxeye strategies focus on writing option premium systematically on a monthly basis. It can be seen from Figure Two, 

the drawdowns from strong trending index movements often lead to sharply profitable periods.  
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Figure One: OPS Unleveraged Monthly Performance Figures (Net of Fees): 

Figure Two: OPS Monthly Profit and Loss Figures (based on trading four strangles a month) 2007-2019: 
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An investor with OPS can therefore run a cautious position on a low or unleveraged basis, whilst being able to 

maximise return by increasing that leverage at periods of high volatility on consultation with Oxeye.  

More ambitious investors can run OPS with leverage at all times, providing higher potential return on capital invested. 

For instance, on the 5x leveraged product the annualised return, for the same period, increases to 18.92% after all 

fees.  Figure Three shows the monthly performance figures of a 5x Leveraged OPS account since 1997. 
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For further information about how to in invest in any Oxeye product, please contact Charles de Roeper. 

Email: charlesderoeper@oxeye.co.uk 

Office Phone: +441722 336388  

Figure Three: OPS  5x Leveraged Monthly Performance Figures (Net of Fees): 


